EZ-Up Instant Canopy

General Description
This easy-to-set-up canopy is one of the most important parts of a hosting an event. It enables you to have a space for enjoying the outdoors without the worry of the sun. This canopy can be easily transported thanks to its handles and functioning wheels.

Features
- **100 SQUARE FEET OF SHADE** - Straight leg design has a 10 foot by 10 foot footprint and 10'x10' coverage at the top.
- **MAXIMUM HEADROOM** - The Clear-Span Ceiling provides increased headroom of up to 9'5" inside. The unique interior frame does not have Cross Bars running through the middle of the canopy. The Ambassador has a valance clearance of 6' 6". Max exterior peak Height of 9" 6". Collapses down to 4'3" High.
Specifications

- Meets CPAI-84 and NFPA-701 Fire Resistant Requirements
- Size: 100 sq ft of Shade, 10'x10' ( 3.0m x 3.0m ) At Base, 10'x10' ( 3.0m x 3.0m ) At Top
- Valence Clearance (2 position): 6' 6" (2.0m) and 6' 2" (1.8m)
- Head Room (2 position): 9' 6" (2.9m) and 9' 2" (2.8m)
- Upgraded TRAX Roller Bag

Instructions for Setting Up

To set up canopy, remove the metal frame from the black bag. Spread the metal framing apart. Place the canopy cover over the top. Now raise the canopy from its legs. The legs should lock into place but the height can be adjusted to your liking.

Reviews*

“I bought this canopy for my Dad's antique market- I was concerned that the wind would take it away but this EZ up stood firm. It was convenient to carry (wheels are a wonderful addition) and simple to erect. My dad loves it so much he leaves it up on our deck and sits under it to watch the rain. The canopy is sturdy-no easy tears! It is the perfect size for a 6 person poker table or some lounge chairs. Definitely recommend for anyone who wants to enjoy the outdoors in any weather either for business or pleasure.”

“This canopy is huge. We set it up just to see, but will be using this for all family get togethers. Very simple and easy to set up.”

To Rent:

To rent this piece of equipment, please go to this webpage: https://www.unlv.edu/campusrec/outdoor-adventures. Scroll to the bottom of the page, and fill out the reservation form. Fill the form out after it is downloaded, or it will not save your information. Email the completed reservation form to srwc.oa@unlv.edu.

Make sure to review the rental policies before signing the form. If you have questions about the rental policies or the equipment itself, please email us at srwc.oa@unlv.edu or call us at 702-774-7130.